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MAUI, HAWAII
[COUNTY]

Population Rank: U.S. ....  #n/a
Hawaii ..  #n/a

Proportions:  2:3 (official)

Adopted:  21 December 1990 (official)

[City and county governments in Hawaii are combined; aside from
the city and county of Honolulu, the only other county in the state
with a flag appears to be Maui, which incorporates four of the nine
major Hawaiian islands.]

DESIGN:  The flag of the County of Maui has a light blue field bearing
a circular, central insignia bounded by an inverted maile wreath with
green leaves and white highlights.  The diameter of the wreath is roughly
half the length of the flag.  Below the wreath is a white ribbon with
swallow-tailed ends and COUNTY OF MAUI in light blue block let-
ters; under it is HAWAII in much smaller white letters.  Standing within
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the wreath and constituting its central element is an ahina-ahina or
silversword plant in light pink, reaching from the ribbon to the apex of
the wreath.   Stalks of five ti leaves, in a slightly lighter green and with
white highlights, flank either side of the lower part of the silversword.
Immediately within the wreath, arching clockwise from 9 o’clock to 3
o’clock, LANA‘I • MOLOKA‘I  MAUI • KAHO‘OLAWE in dark blue
block letters, two words on either side of the tip of the silversword.
Silhouette images of the four islands appear behind the entire insignia,
in proper relative scale and geographic positions, clockwise:  Lanai (in
orange), Molokai (in yellow-green), Maui (in bright pink), and
Kahoolawe (in light pink).

SYMBOLISM:  According to the county, the maile wreath, “probably
the oldest known of leis”, serves as the “tie that binds” the four islands
together.  The “rare and beautiful ahina-ahina, found on the desolate
slopes of Mt. Haleakala” on the island of Maui, symbolizes “the strength,
spirit, and courage of the people of the County.  The ahina-ahina, faced
against the sheer forces of worldwide extinction, and rising above the
challenge for survival, clings for existence as one of the world’s most
exotic plants.”  The ti leaves, “the sacred symbol of the ancient gods,
bestow blessings throughout the aina, the land of our domain.”  Each
island has a “designated color”.

HOW SELECTED:  In 1987 Mayor Hannibal Tavares oversaw a con-
test to design a county flag for use in the Maui County Fair Parade and
to fly at county facilities.  An ad hoc committee chose the winning de-
sign from among 70 entries.  Voicing concerns about the cultural inter-
pretation of some of its symbols, however, the county council referred
the design to local experts in Hawaiiana, and contracted with a local
designer to assist with the details and colors.  During a three-year pe-
riod of consultation and revision, the culturally-sensitive pulo’ulo’u (kapu
sticks) and ahu’ula (cloak of Hawaiian royalty) were removed, the im-
ages of the islands were added, words were re-sequenced, and various
colors were changed.
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DESIGNER:  Joann Hale and her daughter Janel (a student at Maui
High School) designed the original winning entry and subsequent revi-
sions, with later amendments recommended by Cheryl Logsdon, of C.
J. Design.

MORE ABOUT THE FLAG:  Ordinance 1965 established Chapter
1.10, County Flag, in the Maui County Code.  Concerns about copy-
righting the design dominated the council’s early deliberations about
the flag.  The kapu sticks removed from the original design had been
intended to indicate “protection or place of refuge to flee from danger”,
and the red cloak of Hawaiian royalty had signified “the charge of pro-
tectorate and guardianship entrusted to the county of Maui by the
people”.  However, the expert from Maui Community College consid-
ered those symbols misused and perhaps offensive, and the Ali’i Nui of
the Royal Order of Kamehameha I concurred, suggesting the addition
of images of the islands “in relief ” instead.  The county council, acting
as a committee of the whole, adopted the final flag design unanimously.


